
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

ENGLISH

Introduction of Rhyming 

Words.

Workbook Pg- 14

Online Class on MS 

Teams 

Rhyming Word continued...

'an' phonogram

Workbook Pg- 15

Online Class on MS 

Teams 

Rhyming Word continued...

'at' phonogram

Complete the task and upload on 

Seesaw 

Workbook Pg- 15

Rhyming Word continued...

'ap' phonogram

Complete the task and upload on Seesaw 

Workbook Pg- 15

Rhyming Word continued...

'ag' phonogram

Complete the task and upload on 

Seesaw 

Workbook Pg- 16

HINDI

आओ पहचाने  

त

त की कहानी

Complete the task 

mentioned on seesaw.

आओ सीखें 

त

लिखना

Complete the task 

mentioned on seesaw.

 

आओ लिखें 

त

            

Complete the task mentioned 

on seesaw.

 

आओ लिखें 

त 

Complete the task mentioned on 

seesaw.

आओ पहचाने  

"र " 

र  की कहानी

Online Class on MS Teams

Complete the task mentioned on 

seesaw.

MATH

What Comes between(1 -

10)

Complete the task 

mentioned on seesaw.

Backward Counting (10 - 1)

Complete the task mentioned 

on seesaw.

 Backward Counting (10 - 1)

 Online Class on MS Teams

             

Complete the task mentioned on 

seesaw.

What Comes before (1 -10)

Online Class on MS Teams

                 

Complete the task mentioned on 

seesaw.

What Comes Before (1 -10)

Complete the task mentioned on 

seesaw.

THEME TIME

Me and My 

Neighbourhood

Introduction to 'Tools of 

helpers' we see in our 

neighborhood

Me and My Neighbourhood

Recapitulation to 'Tools of 

helpers' we see in our 

neighborhood with the help 

of illustration activity

Me and My Neighbourhood

Recapitualtion of identification of 

places in my neighbourhood

Me and My Neighbourhood

Recapitualtion of identification of 

people in my neighbourhood

Me and My Neighbourhood

Recapitualtion of helper and its 

tools in my neighbourhood

Pre Primary

GRADE- UKG

WEEK 4  (29.6.2020 – 03.07.2020)
If the background is yellow watch the video.								

If the background is light blue, post a picture, recording, or video of your work on Seesaw


